Sibley Will Put Universe "Under Microscope" Mon.

Edward S. Hubble, astronomer, who has been called the "authoritative for the "Galaxies", a beautiful new type of star, has been waiting for a long time to be discovered. Hubble's work is being displayed in the Observatory on the campus of the University of Illinois.

Hubble's observations of the Andromeda galaxy, made in 1924, showed that it was moving away from the Earth at a velocity of about 500 miles per second. This discovery was a major breakthrough in the field of astronomy, as it provided evidence for the expanding universe theory.

Hubble's work is being displayed in the Observatory on the campus of the University of Illinois. The display includes photographs and slides of Hubble's observations, as well as a model of the Andromeda galaxy.

Hubble's observations of the Andromeda galaxy, made in 1924, showed that it was moving away from the Earth at a velocity of about 500 miles per second. This discovery was a major breakthrough in the field of astronomy, as it provided evidence for the expanding universe theory.

Hubble's work is being displayed in the Observatory on the campus of the University of Illinois. The display includes photographs and slides of Hubble's observations, as well as a model of the Andromeda galaxy.
Girls Lead Men On Dean's List

One hundred and one student graduates of the University of Wisconsin, having an average of 81 or higher in their classes, will be honored at commencement ceremonies on the campus of the University of Wisconsin for having an average of 81 or higher in their classes. This is the first in a series of honors that will be made to outstanding students at the University of Wisconsin.

The list includes students from all over the state of Wisconsin, from around the United States, and from several foreign countries.

Campus Camera . . . By Lea

The Spirit of Passion

There are so many states of nature to join the ranks of Passion, under the microscope dotating of her presiding Godiva Varleys. The implications of Peace, however, may have some serious consequences. Even Britain is the largest of the European Powers, but if her defenses can be weakened, her neighbors can be threatened. The situation is very complex, and we must be careful not to act precipitously.

Jotings On "Social Fitness"

Perhaps we must all agree with the heading given to the chapter on "Social Fitness." There is no need to give a list of names because everyone is aware of the important people that are involved. However, I would like to take this opportunity to draw attention to the fact that there are many people who do not know much about social fitness.

The Spread of Passion

There are so many states of nature to join the ranks of Passion, under the microscope dotating of her presiding Godiva Varleys. The implications of Peace, however, may have some serious consequences. Even Britain is the largest of the European Powers, but if her defenses can be weakened, her neighbors can be threatened. The situation is very complex, and we must be careful not to act precipitously.

No, I'm sorry. I was referring to the chapter on "Social Fitness." There is no need to give a list of names because everyone is aware of the important people that are involved. However, I would like to take this opportunity to draw attention to the fact that there are many people who do not know much about social fitness.

The Spread of Passion

There are so many states of nature to join the ranks of Passion, under the microscope dotating of her presiding Godiva Varleys. The implications of Peace, however, may have some serious consequences. Even Britain is the largest of the European Powers, but if her defenses can be weakened, her neighbors can be threatened. The situation is very complex, and we must be careful not to act precipitously.

Bowdrown Strongest "All" Teams

Captain Dick Preston was named captain of Eddie Canny's third All New England team which appeared in the advanced column last week. The Journal did not see Canny's last letter, so we cannot comment on his choice. However, we would like to point out that the selection of Dick Preston as captain is a well-deserved honor.

Preston Selected On "All" Teams

Captain Dick Preston was named captain of Eddie Canny's third All New England team which appeared in the advanced column last week. The Journal did not see Canny's last letter, so we cannot comment on his choice. However, we would like to point out that the selection of Dick Preston as captain is a well-deserved honor.

Editor's Notes (Staff Contributions)

CALENDAR

December 1

6 p.m. Debate vs. Bowdoin, Little Theatre

Saturday, Dec. 5

9 p.m. Off-Campus Club's Meeting; 2 lyric poems, 1 comedy sketch; following the meeting, Barney Shutter, actress, chaplain.

Sunday, Dec. 6

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4

The Varsity Club will meet the second eleven.

Saturday, Dec. 5

10 a.m. Meet the New Hampshire England team; 12 noon. All New England game.

Service Club Meeting on "The American Industrial Community" will be given at the Lawrence Chemical Laboratory at 7:30 p.m.
Basketball And Track Squads Preparing For Indoor Season

Hoopmen Out Minus Malone

Handlebars Mustaches Hindered Grandfathers

By Dwight Opel '41

Whatever oddest track athletes are, as every sport, the quota of the majority of two generations is certain to be discussed. To the extent of the performances of the early Bates State Colleges, I feel that the old copy of the STU
dENT until I came to the 200 yard dash of 1905, which was the winning 100-yard dash of 1905, has been a makeshift. The second Bates track team was the winning 100-yard dash in 1905.

A Seabury was favored to win this year, and it was so. A Seabury was second with Abbott, and Bixley finished in the 900-yard dash, but not in the 100-yard dash.

The strength of this year's track is provided by the three best in the three mile run, who finished 100 and 200 yards. Bates was first, Seabury was second, and Bixley was third.

The experience of the team is its strength. A Seabury was the team of the year, and Bixley was the team of last year. Bates was the team of this year, and Seabury was the team of next year. A Seabury was the team of the past, and Bixley was the team of the future. Bates was the team of the present, and Seabury was the team of the past.

The track meet was held at the Newcomb field, and was attended by nearly 100 spectators. The weather was fine, and the track was in good condition.

The awards along with those for the spring season will be given out at the annual banquet of the track team. The list of awardees is as follows:


Burnap, Nickerson, Hebron Cinder Tams

Courtsey, Burnap and Nickerson were elected captains of the varsity and freshmen cross-country teams last week when the letter and men gathered for their annual banquet.

Burnap was one of the leading freshman hurdlers in the fall of '34, while Nickerson was the leading men's runner in the fall of '35. Their schedule is as follows:

Bates To Play Harvard in '39

According to the office of the Harvard Athletic Association, a release went out this morning that Bates is their opening game for the 1939 season.

Their schedule is as follows: Oct. 7, Bates; Oct. 11, against Richburg, George Stevens and Studio Bobino Harvard for 29 days until the course of the game, when Bates was over the 29 yards.

For CAMPUS AND TOWN WEAR

These styles are the favorites with Eastern college and university men . . .

For all around winter weather garment nothing is so warm as the sports coat, with an odd jacket.

$27.85

Other Authentically Styled Overcoats, $19.50 to $25.00

(Continued on page 3)

Puritan Rusty

150 MAIN ST.

Our aim is to satisfy

With our Quality Food

Prairie Restaurant

$4.95 and $6.00

(Continued on page 3)

Button down collars are the college man's favorite. This authentic style is shown at BENITO’S in plain colors and patterns in Oxford cloth and broadcloth, $1.65 to $2.50.

The Bostopian Wader is a guaranteed waterproof shoe. The double sole, rubber-covered side and beaver skin upper will never wear or tear away, $10.00.

Other Winter Weight Shoes 50c up
Christmas Relays Offer Frost Chance To Beat Underclassmen

The annual Christmas Relays will be held next week as a training for the freshmen and varsity track teams which reported the day after Thanksgiving dinner.

Not much is known now of the participants of the teams, but from past records the junior class should be favored. Last year their four lap team of Brackett, Bridges, Lythcott and Whipple passed through in a win in 6 minutes 3 1/2 seconds with the last of the junior class team of Oats, Thompson, Shepheard, and Bissiere a few seconds behind.

The center class should be hard to beat in the one and two lap dashes, in the town which was won in 1:58 1/5 years ago by almost instant. Ed Gould,Wik,Kell, Grover King if he reports for track this year, and Bill Law seems to form a fast team from Bates. The seniors will have only one great man for the freshmen classes three and four lap races. Clyde Glover is a long distance star and will probably be brought in to service the miles in the winter meets. Johnny Anderson showed promise in cross-country, but may return to the entering pool where he seems as a back-stacker.

Tom O'Shaughnessy ran a 1:19 600 last year, but may be used on the three and four lap teams. He may be used on the shorter distances also, as he has been the guest of many of our fellow students or the foil, as well as the relay events, individual events including the high jump, long jump, and shot, and will be held, when should be dominated by representatives of the seniors.

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

RAY HAYES’ DINER

Opp. Sun-Journal — Tel. 1440 — Lewiston, Me.

R. W. CLARK, Prop.

GEO. K. ELDER, Prop.

COLLEGE MAIN AND BATES STREETS

RELIABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS

TELEPHONE 13

“and please notice this”

Notice the pure white cigarette paper... notice how every Chesterfield is like every other Chesterfield — the same size and every one round, firm and well-filled.

Notice when you smoke one how Chesterfields are milder and how different they taste. That’s due to the careful way Chesterfield tobaccos are aged and blended.

Mild ripe tobacco...

and pure cigarette paper...

... that’s why they’re MILDER why they TASTE BETTER

BILL DUNPHY

College Pharmacy

Where You Want It

HAMBURGS

CHICKEN ROLL

LARGEST AND FINEST

To Go or For Sale

“Cent to your door and in the college main and upper dormitories.

“Chesterfield... they’ll give you MORE PLEASURE

The Auburn News